Abstract: This paper develops a two country endogenous growth model with accumulation of both physical and human capital. We establish the existence of two country balanced growth equilibria in which physical and human capital grow at the same rate in each country but physical/human capital ratios differ across countries. These balanced growth equilibria satisfy a static and dynamic version of the Heckscher-Ohlin theorem. We also show the existence of unbalanced growth equilibria in which the static and dynamic Heckscher-Ohlin theorems can be violated. The multiplicity of paths with international trade results from the intertemporal no arbitrage condition in cases where trade results in an equalization of factor prices across countries.
Introduction
Recent work in growth theory has provided a compelling demonstration that human capital accumulation plays an important role, distinct from that of physical capital, in explaining differences in cross-country income growth.
1 However, theoretical analysis of models of endogenous growth with physical and human capital accumulation have primarily focused on the case of closed economies. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the interactions between physical and human capital accumulation in open economies, and to illustrate how the distinction between closed and open economies can be important for analyzing the dynamics of factor accumulation. In closed economy endogenous growth models (e.g., Rebelo
(1991), Caballé and Santos (1993) , and Bond, Wang, and Yip (1996) ), the convergence of relative factor supplies results from the fact that a country with a relatively large supply of physical capital will have a relatively higher return on human capital, and hence a higher relative accumulation of human capital. In
contrast, an open economy can make up for the scarcity of a particular factor by importing goods that use the scarce factor relatively intensively. In fact, if the conditions for factor price equalization are met local factor rewards will be independent of local factor supplies and hence will not serve as a force toward convergence in relative factor supplies. Ventura (1997) has used the factor price equalization property in a model of growth with accumulation of physical capital to argue that East Asian countries could experience high rates of physical capital accumulation without experiencing diminishing returns because they could change the composition of their production toward more capital intensive goods. Our analysis is intended to address the question of how open economies choose to allocate their capital accumulation between physical and human capital accumulation, and how this decision affects the pattern of trade over time. We consider a three sector model endogenous growth model with two traded goods (the consumption and investment good) and a non-traded good (the education good). This framework will be used to address two fundamental issues in the theory of trade and growth: (i) how the presence of international trade influences the factor accumulation process in an economy with sustained growth and, (ii) how the perpetual evolution of reproducible factor supplies determines both static and dynamic comparative advantage and therefore affects the patterns of trade in both the short and long run. The assumption of two traded goods and two traded factors allows the relative supplies of physical and human capital to play a role in determining the pattern of trade, while the assumption of two accumulating factors allows both the rate and composition of factor accumulation to be influenced by world prices. We thus synthesize the closed economy models of physical and human capital accumulation with the dynamic Heckscher-Ohlin models (surveyed in Smith (1984) ), which have focused almost exclusively on the case in which only physical capital endogenously accumulates.
It is natural in this open economy framework to center our discussion on the determinants of comparative advantage in the short and long run. In the spirit of the static Heckscher-Ohlin model, we will assume that all countries have identical tastes and technologies, so that the only differences across countries are in their initial endowments (in efficiency units) physical and human capital. These assumptions will ensure that the autarkic steady states of all countries will be the same, so that the dynamics of comparative advantage are determined by how factor abundance affects the pattern of trade during the transition to the steady state when initial endowments are away from their autarkic steady states. 2 We will examine two types of results relating factor abundance to the pattern of trade. The first is the familiar static Heckscher-Ohlin theorem, which relates factor supplies to the pattern of comparative advantage. Letting k i (t) / K i (t)/H i (t) denote the aggregate physical/human capital ratio in country i at time t, this theorem can be expressed as:
(Static H-O): If k A (t) > k B (t) then (a) country A exports the capital intensive traded good at time t. (b) country A has a lower price of the capital intensive good and lower return on physical capital in under autarky
In a static model with two traded goods, the capital abundant country will produce relatively more of the capital intensive good at a given price. If tastes are identical and homothetic across countries, this will result in a lower autarkic price of the capital intensive good and an export of capital intensive goods with free
trade. Since the model we are examining is a dynamic one, we would also like to know whether initial factor endowments can be used to predict future patterns of trade. This suggests the following definition of a dynamic Heckscher-Ohlin theorem : The production of human capital requires the withdrawal of resources from the production of traded goods.
Letting denote the relative factor supply available to produce traded goods, we could have k A > k B but k i when rates of human capital accumulation differ across countries. Since the latter ratiõ k A <k B determines the relative production of traded goods, this would result in a violation of the Heckscher-Ohlin theorem. A violation of part (b) of the static Heckscher-Ohlin theorem can also arise in the dynamic model because of intertemporal linkages. The intertemporal linkage arises because the concavity of the value function implies that the price of the investment good relative to the investment good will be non-increasing in k. If the investment good uses physical capital intensively in its production, then the physical capital intensive good is cheaper in autarky in the capital abundant economy. However, if the investment good is human capital intensive a lower price for the investment good in the capital abundant economy would imply a lower price for the human capital intensive good. We show that in this case the autarky relative prices will be independent of the local factor supplies and (b) of the static Heckscher-Ohlin theorem will fail.
The potential failure of the dynamic version of the H-O theorem arises in cases where international trade results in the equalization of factor prices (for efficiency units of factors) across countries . The intertemporal no-arbitrage condition for factor accumulation implies that along any optimal path, the net rates of return (with an explicit account of capital gains) to investment in physical and human capital are equalized, which makes investors indifferent between accumulation of physical and human capital at the margin. Factor price equalization ensures that paths with alternative compositions of factor accumulation are utility equivalent, because the open economy can increase the production of the good that is intensive in the use of the most rapidly accumulating factor. These two elements lead to a multiplicity of unbalanced growth paths for capital accumulation, which is consistent with a variety of different growth experiences across countries and a lack of convergence in relative factor supplies across countries. The constraint on possible growth experiences is provided by the requirement that the economy remain incompletely specialized.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the closed economy version of the model and establishes the existence, uniqueness, and saddle path stability of the closed economy balanced growth path.
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In Section 3 we analyze a two country, open economy version of the model and establish that balanced growth for the world economy can be consistent with either balanced or unbalanced growth for the individual countries. Along an open economy balanced growth path, relative factor supplies will remain constant, the dynamic and static H-O theorems will hold, and the volume of trade will grow at the growth rate of factor supplies. However, we also show that the same range of relative factor supplies is also consistent with unbalanced growth paths in which physical and human capital grow at different rates and in such a equilibrium both the static and dynamic versions of the H-O theorem can fail. In Section 4, we examine the nature of gains from trade and establish the conditions under which (b) of the static H-O theorem will hold.
In Section 5, we summarize the results and discuss future extensions of the research.
The Integrated World Equilibrium
We begin by considering the solution to the closed economy version of a three sector model of endogenous growth in which there are two reproducible factors of production, physical capital (K) and human capital (H). We establish conditions under which there will exist a unique, stable equilibrium characterized by a balanced growth path (BGP) in which consumption and the stocks of physical and human capital grow at a common rate. The closed economy framework can be thought of as representing the equilibrium for the world economy if factors of production were freely mobile across countries possessing identical preferences and technologies. Following Dixit and Norman (1980), we will refer to this as the solution of the integrated world equilibrium (IWE). In the next section, we will analyze the conditions under which this IWE can be duplicated through international trade in the consumption and investment goods between countries.
The Model
The three sectors will be referred to as the investment goods sector, X, the education sector, Y, and the consumption goods sector, Z. The model thus generalizes the two sector endogenous growth models studied by Caballé and Santos (1993) and Bond, Wang, and Yip (1996) in which consumption and investment goods are treated as perfect substitutes. All sectors are assumed to have production functions exhibiting constant returns to scale, with perfect competition in goods and factor markets. The production functions are specified as: , , and
where s i and u i are the shares of physical and human capital, respectively, Z ' J(s Z K , u Z H) ' u Z H j ( k Z ), allocated to production in sector i and k i / (s i K)/(u i H) is the physical to human capital ratio in sector i for i =X,Y,Z. The output per unit human capital functions, f, g, and j are assumed to be strictly increasing and strictly concave. the evolution of the stocks will then be given by
where * (0) is the rate of depreciation of physical (human) capital. For the IWE, a closed economy, consumption (C) must be no greater than the output of the consumption good sector (Z)
The resource constraints require that factor demands for human and physical capital be no greater than their respective supplies and can be expressed as
where k /K/H is the aggregate physical to human capital ratio (or, in short, the capital/labor ratio). The problem of the representative agent is specified as Since our primary concern is to characterize the BGP of the IWE in which all sectors are in operation, we concentrate on interior solutions with 0 < s i < 1 and 0 <u i < 1 for i= X,Y,Z. As the costate variables associated with the state variables H and K ( 8 and µ respectively) and Lagrange multiplier associated with (1c) (() are measured in utility units, it is convenient to express the necessary conditions to (P) by defining p X / µ/( and p Y /8/( as the relative price of the investment good and education, respectively, in terms of the numeraire consumption good. 5 The associated necessary and transversality conditions are given by: where r and w denote the return on a unit of physical capital and human capital, respectively, measured in units of the consumption good. Conditions (3b) and (3c) require that the marginal revenue product of the respective factors of production be equalized across sectors. (3d) and (3e) are the Euler equations governing the efficiency of capital accumulation and (3f) provides the transversality conditions. Letting N i (w,r) denote the unit cost function for sector i, conditions (3b) and (3c) for the equalization of returns across sectors can equivalently be expressed as requiring that price equal unit cost in each sector,
where = k i . Letting < i denote the growth rate of variable i and using the definition of (MN i /Mr)/(MN i /Mw) relative prices, the Euler equations, (3d) and (3e), can be combined to yield
This condition is referred to as the intertemporal no-arbitrage condition, because it requires equalization of the net rate of return to investment in physical capital (rental rate plus rate of capital gain less depreciation)
to the net rate of return to investment in human capital.
The evolution of consumption along the optimal path is obtained by differentiating (3a) with respect to t and noting that , which yields . Defining
to be wealth at time t, it can be shown (e.g. Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995, pp 66-7) ) that these preferences imply a consumption function for households with a marginal propensity to consume out of wealth at each time t,
The growth rate of wealth along the optimal path will then satisfy
along the optimal path. Note that if the economy is made up of n households with initial endowments , the evolution of household consumption and wealth will also be governed by (6) and (7). Since {K contrasts with the case where the stock of labor is exogenously given (or grows at an exogenously given rate). With exogenous growth of H, (7) will uniquely determine as a function of household endowments < i K and the exogenously given value of . The indifference over the composition of wealth accumulation where < H both factors are accumulated will play a significant role in the open economy case considered below.
Existence, Uniqueness and Stability of Balanced Growth
We now establish the conditions under which there will exist a unique, saddle path stable, balanced growth path (BGP) for the IWE satisfying (3) in which C, H, and K grow at a common rate. On the BGP, prices of factors and goods will be constant, as will the sectoral allocations of factors (s i and u i for i=X,Y,Z).
We first provide conditions under which there will exist a unique set of goods and factor prices associated with the BGP and establish the unique BGP growth rate.
If a BGP exists, then (5) must be satisfied with = 0. With constant relative prices, (4)
and (5) represent a system of four equations that can be solved for the prices (w,r,p X ,p Y ) consistent with balanced growth for the IWE. Defining ' /{(w,r,p X ,p Y )*N i (w,r) = p i , for i = X,Y,Z} to be the set of price vectors satisfying the competitive profit conditions, we can derive a condition for the existence of a unique price vector consistent with balanced growth. 
prices,
All proofs are provided in the appendix.
The condition of Proposition 1 is required to ensure that there exists a set of prices at which it is profitable to invest in both types of capital. The growth rate of consumption on the BGP will be proportional to the difference between the net return on capital and the rate of time preference, which is the usual result in endogenous growth models with constant intertemporal elasticity of substitution in consumption.
In order for a BGP to exist at the prices derived in Proposition 1, we must establish that there exists sectoral allocations u i 0 (0,1) for i = X, Y, Z and (c, k) > 0 which satisfy equations (1) and (2) with equality when evaluated using and k i = k i * where c=C/H. With factor prices determined
by Proposition 1, this is a system of five linear equations to be solved for the balanced growth values , which yields the following existence and uniqueness result. 
Finally, we note the following result which is obtained by linearizing the system around the BGP. 
will be a non-increasing function of k along the transition path.
This stability result extends that established in Bond, Wang and Yip (1996) in a two sector endogenous growth model in which there is a unified consumption/investment good sector and an education sector. In Part (a) where k x < k y , the quantity adjustment process is stable but the relative prices must jump immediately to the BGP value during the transition process. When k x > k y (Part (b)), an increase in the supply of human capital will expand the relative output of human capital which makes the quantity adjustment process unstable at fixed prices and hence the relative prices must be adjusting along the transition path. This difference between the two adjustment processes will be utilized below in the comparison of the autarky price ratios.
Equilibrium in the World Economy with International Trade
Having characterized the growth path and dynamics for the IWE, we now consider the equilibrium in the case where the world stock of factors is divided among n countries, with factors of production immobile between countries. We assume that the consumption and investment good are traded internationally, but that the education good is a non-traded service. We first derive the conditions for which the equilibrium with free trade in consumption and investment goods will be equivalent to the equilibrium of the IWE. We then provide a full characterization of the set of initial endowments consistent with the IWE for the case in which the world is on the BG:. Finally, we examine how growth in this setting can affect trade patterns by establishing the conditions under which the static and dynamic H-O results are obtained and those conditions under which these results will fail to hold.
Growth and Factor Price Equalization in the Open Economy
In this section we derive the optimal consumption and investment paths for an economy facing an exogenously given world relative price for the investment good in terms of the consumption good at each point in time, , and a given an initial endowment . We will assume that world prices are the p
values that were derived as part of the IWE for a given initial world factor endowment (K 0 ,H 0 ). Our objective is to derive the conditions under which the free trade equilibrium for country i achieves the same time path of wealth and consumption as that obtained in (6) - (7) for the IWE.
Since the education good is non-traded, the accumulation of human capital in country i continues to be determined by the output of sector Y as described in (1b). With free trade in the output of the X and Z sectors, consumption and the accumulation of physical human capital are now governed by the trade balance condition. In the absence of international lending and borrowing, the trade balance condition requires that,
The optimization problem for country i with free trade is to maximize the objective function in (P), subject to (10) , (1b), (2) and initial factor supplies .
The necessary conditions for this problem are easily derived by application of the techniques used in the preceding section. The requirement that the marginal revenue products of each factor be equalized across all sectors that are in operation can be expressed (as in the derivation of (4)) as requiring that each sector earn nonnegative profits,
where p Y i is domestic price of the education good in country i. If country i produces both of the traded goods at time t, then the respective zero profit conditions in (11) must hold with strict equality. Since there is a unique solution (w,r) to these two equations for a given relative price p X , (w i (t) ,r i (t)) will be equal to the values in the IWE at time t if country i produces both goods at the world price . This is an example of p W X (t) the factor price equalization property of the static Heckscher-Ohlin analysis, which states that domestic factor prices are equalized across countries in the two good and two factor case if technologies are identical across countries and countries are incompletely specialized. This factor price equalization result refers to equalization of return to factors per efficiency unit of labor, which is consistent with differences in wages per worker across countries which reflect differences in efficiency units per worker.
8 It should also be noted that if factor prices are equalized by trade, then the price of the non-traded good will also equal its value in the IWE, , if the non-traded good is produced. p W Y (t) It can also be shown using an argument analogous to that used in the derivation of (6) that the consumption function will be , where and R i (t) is obtained by (6) incompletely specialized for all t, then the conditions for factor price equalization are satisfied and the prices will equal the values obtained in the equilibrium of the IWE derived above. In this
case, R i (t) = R(t) and the consumption of country i with free trade will equal the value that would be obtained in the IWE. Along this path, the factor accumulation of country i must be such that the growth rate of wealth in country i is equal to the IWE value, , determined by (7). Therefore, country i can achieve the < W S same consumption level as in the IWE if there exists a path that is consistent with growth of 
(12) requires that the relative factor endowment of country i be no greater (less) than that required when country i produces only the most (least) physical capital intensive traded good and the non-traded good in the proportions required to achieve < H i (t). In Figure 1 , the set of values < H i and k i that satisfy (12) To satisfy the wealth accumulation condition, must be such that equals as < i H (t) and
defined in (7), which requires
From (13), the upper bound on the feasible occurs where , and occurs where
]. This upper bound is illustrated by the line FDE in Figure 1 . The p
values of and k i consistent with (13) illustrated in Figure 1 by the area between FDE and < H i = -0. It < i H then follows that the set BCDE in Figure 1 is the set of values < H (t) and k(t) that are consistent with achieving IWE consumption level defined by (6) at time t, since they satisfy both the full employment condition (12) and the wealth accumulation condition (13).
Let B(t) = {< H , < K , k| (< H , < K ) satisfy (12) and (13) (0) will satisfy this condition. The important point to note is that if there exists more than one such path from an initial k i (0), all the paths will be utility equivalent because wealth and consumption are the same at each point in time along any such path.
Factor Price Equalization when the World is on the BGP
Characterization of feasible paths for country i is complicated by the fact that the set B(t) depends on calendar time if goods prices are changing in the IWE. One way to simplify the analysis is to assume that the initial world factor supplies satisfy K 0 /H 0 = k * , so that the world is on the BGP characterized in Propositions 2 and 3 with p X W (t) = p X * . In this section we will examine the existence of two general classes of factor accumulation paths which satisfy (12) and (13): balanced growth paths in which < H i (t) = < K i (t)= < * and k i (t) = k i for all t and unbalanced growth paths in which < H i (t)…< K i (t)…< * and k i (t) … k i for some t.
The following propositions establish the conditions under which there exist {< H i (t), < K i (t), k i (t)} that are consistent with attainment of the BGP utility level in these two classes of solution for all t. 
then there exists a BGP for country i in which its consumption and stocks of physical and human
capital all grow at the rate < * .
then there exists a t 2 > t 1 and a feasible path < H i (t) such that k i (t 2 ) = k 2 .
Proposition 4(a) specifies the range of endowments that are consistent with a balanced growth equilibrium
for a small open economy, where (14) follows immediately from evaluation of (12) at . Proposition < i H ' < ( 4(b) shows that any physical/human capital ratio in the interior of the region consistent with balanced growth can be reached from any other point in the region in finite time through an appropriate path of human capital investment. This creates a continuum of unbalanced growth equilibria, in which k i varies over time. The balanced and unbalanced growth equilibria are utility equivalent, since consumption will be equivalent on all of these paths from the derivation of (12) and (13).
In addition to the conditions described by Proposition 4(b), there is a second way in which unbalanced growth may be consistent with the BGP utility level occurs when the initial factor supplies lie outside the range in (14). If k i (t) does not satisfy (14), initially for country i, attainment of the BGP utility level through a balanced growth equilibrium is not possible. However, in such a case unbalanced growth can be consistent with factor price equalization and the attainment of the BGP utility level provided that there exists a time path for {< H i (t),< K i (t)} which satisfies (12), (13), and is such that k i converges to the range in (14).
For example, suppose that initially k i (t) is below the lower bound described in (14) 
The first restriction will only be satisfied when min(k X * ,k Z * ) < k Y * . Intuitively, the economy initially possesses too little physical capital relative to human capital to support a balanced growth equilibrium. When the non-traded good uses physical capital relatively intensively compared to min(k X * ,k Z * ), decreases in the production of the non-traded good increases the relative amount of physical capital available to produce traded goods by "relaxing" the full employment conditions. Suppose instead k Y * < and thus Y uses human capital intensively relative to min(k
min(k X * ,k Z * ). In this case, decreases in the production of the non-traded good will increase (decrease) the relative amount of the amount of human (physical) capital available to produce traded goods and the full employment conditions will be more restrictive. In such a case, values of
will not be consistent with BGP utility levels. 
continuum of paths {< H i (t), < K i (t)} satisfying (12) with c i (t) = c * for all t. Along any of these paths, > 0 for all t for which k i (t) is in this interval.
Thus, a continuum of unbalanced growth equilibria emerges in a small, open economy over a nontrivial set of parameters as specified in Propositions 4(b) and 5. For initial endowments outside the union of the intervals described in Propositions 4 and 5, the BGP utility level will not be attainable.
The equilibrium of the IWE can be duplicated by free trade in X and Z if the initial endowments k 0 i lie in the range identified in Propositions 4 and 5 for all countries. Figure 2 uses a production box diagram, which is frequently used to illustrate the region of endowments consistent with factor price equalization in the static Heckscher-Ohlin model, to illustrate the above results. The dimensions of the box are the supplies of physical and human capital in the world economy at time t, normalized by dividing by , which will be e Suppose that Country A has an initial endowment at point E, with S E denoting the value of wealth at point E evaluated at BGP prices. On the BGP, (13) requires that factors accumulate such that normalized wealth is constant, for all t. The S E line in Figure 2 illustrates the locus of
( t values of factor supplies for which normalized wealth is constant. In a balanced growth equilibrium for country A, physical and human capital will grow at rate < * and factor supplies in A will remain at point E over time. In the unbalanced growth equilibria for country A described in Proposition 4(b), factor supplies will grow at differential rates and the factor supplies in A will move along the segment of S E contained in 
Factor Supplies and Trade Pattern
The above discussion has focused on characterizing the paths of factor accumulation that are consistent with open economies attaining the BGP utility level. We now consider the pattern of trade along such paths and examine the validity of the static and dynamic versions of the H-O theorem in this model.
Assuming that free trade equilibrium duplicates the IWE, imports of the consumption good per unit of human capital in country i are given by . The market clearing m
condition for the world economy requires that world consumption equal world output of Z, which from (1c) and (6) yields , where is the share of world human capital allocated to
Z. Substituting this result into m Z i and using the full employment condition, we obtain
It should be noted that the characterization of the trade pattern in (15) only requires that the free trade equilibrium duplicate the IWE, and not that the world is on the BGP. If human capital is growing at the same rate in country i as in the world economy, then the pattern of trade will be determined completely by the first term in (15). The term in brackets must be positive since u Y W < 1. If the consumption good is physical (human) capital intensive relative to the investment good, then the first term will be postive iff country i is human (physical) capital abundant relative to the rest of the world. This establishes that a sufficient condition for the static Heckscher-Ohlin theorem to hold is that the growth rate of human capital in country i equal that of the world economy. One case in which this would hold is if the world is on the BGP and country i is also experiencing balanced growth, so that .
The second term in (15) 
In the case where the world is on the BGP, it can be shown that for endowments sufficiently close to k * , it is always possible to find feasible values of < H such that the pattern of trade violates that predicted on the basis of factor abundance. The failure of the H-O theorem occurs because variations in the rate of human capital growth alter the relative supply of physical capital available to produce traded goods, because the education good must be produced locally. In the former case were < H i (t) > < H W and k Y W > k X W , a relatively large amount of physical capital is being withdrawn from the traded goods sector to produce the physical capital intensive non-traded good and meet the high growth rate human capital. In the latter case, a relatively large amount of human capital is being released to the production of traded goods because of the relatively low output of the human capital intensive non-traded good due to the relatively low growth rate of human capital. The source of the failure of the static H-O theorem is that although country i's physical capital abundant relative to the world as a whole in terms of its gross factor endowment, the net endowment available for the production of traded goods is human capital abundant relative to the world as a whole. Thus, with unbalanced growth, the difference in of human capital accumulation" factor abundance to differ from the ranking on the basis of "gross" factor abundance. It is the former abundance that determines the pattern of trade. Intuitively, the effect of allowing the rate of accumulation of human capital to differ across countries is similar to introducing cross-country differences in the taste for non-traded goods, which can cause the H-O theorem to fail.
The above results are summarized in the following: 
Factor Accumulation and Transition to the BGP
The analysis of section 3.2 established the indeterminacy of the pattern of factor accumulation when the world is on the BGP. It is important to note that the assumption that the world is on the BGP is not critical to that result. If the path {< H W (t), < H W (t), k W (t)} of the IWE is in the interior of the set of feasible paths B(t) for all t, then it will be possible to construct a continuum of paths in the neighborhood of the equilibrium of the IWE that will duplicate the equilibrium of the IWE.
Gains from Trade and the Price Version of the Heckscher-Ohlin Theorem
In this section we investigate the conditions under which the country with the higher physical/human capital ratio prior to trade will have a lower autarky price for the physical capital intensive traded good. We autarky, there will be no differences in autarky prices across countries and there will be no gains from trade because national consumption levels are at their BGP values in autarky. The range of initial factor supplies consistent with incomplete specialization is obtained by utilizing the full employment conditions, (2), subject to the requirement that output of the consumption good sector per unit of human capital be consistent with attainment of the BGP utility level defined by (7b) which requires u Z i (< * , ki )=c*/j * . This yields a feasible range initial relative factor supplies of
of the static H-O theorem will not hold in this region, as local factor endowments have no impact on prices and there will be no gains from trade.
It should be noted that the range of factor endowments in (16) Trask (1998) addresses this issue and illustrates that in a model of higher dimension, in particular a model which adds a third, fixed factor of production, although there remains no tendency for relative factor endowments to converge across countries, determinant long run comparative advantage based on initial endowments will emerge.
A second extension is to consider the effects of imposing additional structure on the household decision-making process by modeling explicitly the household decision of bequests of human and physical capital. This would raise the possibility that households have preferences over the composition of their wealth and could possibly lead to convergence in relative factor endowments in a two country model.
Following Findlay and Kierzkowski (1983) , one way to capture these effects is to differentiate between skilled and unskilled labor and endogenize the choice of whether to become skilled (and forgo income during the learning period) or to remain unskilled. The skilled/unskilled labor differential is determined by the condition that workers be indifferent as to whether to undergo training. Stokey (1996) considers a similar framework for the accumulation of human capital as unskilled workers are transformed into skilled workers.
While Findlay and Kierzkowski (1983) differentiate the accumulation of human capital from physical capital by considering an environment in which education requires time impacting the decisions of finitely lived agents. Stokey (1996) by contrast, incorporates time required for education by specifying a costly adjustment process for the accumulation of skilled labor. Her model is characterized by only one traded good and the international mobility of factors. Thus, all countries will converge to identical relative factor endowments as factors rather than goods are mobile. Finally, we could reexamine these issues for the case with positive 6. The current value Hamiltonian for this problem can be written as:
7. Since we will be focusing on distributions of factor supplies across countries such that factor prices are equalized by trade, the assumption that trade is balanced will not be restrictive.
8. Trefler (1993) argues that a simple modification of the traditional H-O model may fit the data well once factor endowments are adjusted to reflect international productivity differences. Our version of factor price equalization is consistent with this empirical finding.
7. Note that this price version imposes some restrictions on the technology because it requires that there be no factor intensity reversals on the region being considered.
